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Summary 
A single evaluation trench was excavated at Redwick House, High Street, Bildeston 

(BIL 034; TL 994 493). No cut features were observed within the trench but finds 

recovered from layers of subsoil suggest medieval and post-medieval activity on or near 

the site. This reflects the sites location fronting the road within the medieval settlement 

core.  

 

A thick layer of colluvial deposits was recorded, test excavations through which 

produced no finds. This is likely to represent hillwashed deposits which accumulated 

towards the base of a natural east to west slope down towards the river.  
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1. Introduction 
An archaeological evaluation was carried out prior to the construction of houses on land 

at Redwick House, High Street, Bildeston (BIL 034; TL 993 491; Fig. 1). The work was 

carried out to a Brief issued by James Rolfe of Suffolk County Council Archaeological 

Service Conservation Team (SCCAS/CT) and to a Written Scheme of Investigation by 

Rhodri Gardner (Suffolk Archaeology CIC, Appendix I) as a condition of planning 

application B/15/01110/FUL. The work was funded by Mr. D. Law and carried out on the 

7th July 2016.  

 

2. Geology and topography 
The geology of the area is recorded as chalky till giving rise to deep well drained loamy 

soils overlying glaciofluvial drift. The site occupies a general east to west slope at a 

height of c.35m OD, above a tributary of the River Brett 140m west of the site.  

 
3. Archaeology and historical background 
Archaeological interest is due to the sites location within the area defined for the 

medieval small town of Bildeston on the County Historic Environment Record (HER); 

ref. BIL 022. Redwick House fronts directly onto the High Street some 250m south of 

the central square which is the site of a former medieval market place.  
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Figure 1. Site Location 

Contains Ordnance Survey data © Crown copyright and database right 2016 
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4. Methodology
One L-shaped trench was excavated using a machine equipped with a toothless bucket 

(Fig. 2). The presence of outbuildings along the eastern edge of the development area 

meant that the trench had to be moved further west than had originally been intended. 

The work was constantly monitored and directed by an experienced archaeologist. The 

topsoil and subsequent subsoil layers were removed to expose the natural geology.  

The base of each trench was examined for features or finds of archaeological interest.  

The upcast soil was examined visually for any archaeological finds and subject to metal 

detector survey. Records were made of the position and length of trenches and the 

depths of deposits encountered.  

The site has been given the Suffolk HER code BIL 034. All elements of the site archive 

are identified with this code. An OASIS record (for the Archaeological Data Service) has 

been initiated and the reference code suffolka1-254511 has been used for this project.   

Figure 2. Location of trench within development area 

Crown Copyright. All rights reserved. Licence no. 100019980 
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Colour digital photographs were taken of the trench and its soil profiles and the position 

of the trench was plotted by hand from known OS points. 

 

5. Results 
Trench 1 (Plates 1&2) 

A 250mm thick layer of topsoil was uniformly present throughout the trench. In the N-S 

arm of the trench, this was directly over 0002, a layer c.250mm-300mm thick of loose, 

gravelly clay with very frequent tile fragments and mortar. Glazed pottery and clay pipe 

were recovered from this layer, along with a representative sample of tile. Below this 

deposit, 0003 was a layer of mid-pale yellowish brown friable chalky clay flecked with 

charcoal and with occasional thin, amorphous lenses of heat altered clay or daub, none 

of which was recoverable. Bone, pot and tile were collected from this layer. In the 

southern end of the trench, 0003 sealed 0005, a damp, silty colluvial deposit through 

which a test section was machine cut to establish its depth and see if any waterlogged 

deposits were present (Plate 1). This proved the layer to extend to a depth of 1.85m 

below ground level, at which point the machine revealed large flints and gravel, believed 

to be natural subsoil. Whilst it was probably re-worked at the top of the layer and varied 

slightly in colour, 0005 was generally homogenous and sterile throughout, with no sign 

of peaty waterlogged deposits. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Plate 1. Test excavation through layer 0005 
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North of the test trench, a thin but distinct layer of greyish brown clay silt with regular 

charcoal flecks (0004) was noted under layer 0003 and sealing colluvium 0005. It 

extended north and appeared to butt up against a spread of large chalk lumps, the 

relationship with which is uncertain. This chalk spread (Plates 2&3), comprising large 

nodules loosely held in a pale brown clay deposit, continued through into the E-W arm 

of the trench where it was observed to seal colluvium 0005. Topsoil and disturbed 

modern deposits overlaid the chalk and colluvium in the short arm of the trench to a 

maximum depth of 0.75m. 

 

A small number of finds were collected from the spoil heap, including two metal objects 

allocated small find (SF) numbers 1001 and 1002. These finds are likely to have come 

from layer 0004 but as they were not found in situ, they have been recorded as 

unstratified and allocated context number 0001.  

 

No cut features were observed within the trench during the evaluation. 

Plate 2. Chalk spread visible in 
excavated trench, looking east 

Plate 3. Chalk visible in trench section, over layer 
0005. Looking north 
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Plate 1. Trench 1, looking SSW 

Figure 3. Trench plan and section 

 

 

Plate 4. SSE-NNW soil profile 
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test excavation 
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6. Finds evidence
Richenda Goffin 

Introduction 

Small quantities of artefactual material were recovered from three contexts from the 

evaluation. These are summarised below, and are also recorded on the Access 

database for the site. Where datable the finds date to the medieval and post-medieval 

periods.  

Context Pottery CBM Fired Clay Clay Pipe Worked 
Flint 

Animal 
Bone 

Charcoal Spotdate 

No.    Wt/g No.    Wt/g No.    Wt/g No.    Wt/g No.      Wt/g No.     Wt/g No.     Wt/g 

0001 5 17 Lmed 

0002 12 331 4 279 3 8 LMed/ Pmed 

0003 6 29 5 166 11 8 1 18 13 23 21 2 LMed/Pmed 

0004 4 556 4 19 Lmed/pmed 
Total 23 377 13 1001 11 8 3 8 1 18 17 42 21 2 

Table 1.  Finds quantities 

The Pottery 

Introduction and methodology 

A total of 23 fragments of pottery was recovered from two contexts, weighing 377g. The 

assemblage was quantified using sherd count, weight and estimated number of vessels 

(ENV). The fabric codes were assigned from the unpublished fabric series for Suffolk 

(Anderson unpublished). Fabric, form and decoration were recorded with vessel 

quantities directly onto an Access database which forms Appendix 3. 

The assemblage 

Twelve fragments of post-medieval pottery were recovered from fill 0002 in Trench 1. 

The feature contains a mixture of ceramics, consisting of a small group of Late medieval 

and transitional wares dating to the 15th-16th century, together with two sherds of 

Raeren Aachen stoneware of a similar date, together with 3 sherds of Late 17th to 18th 
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century redwares. A single fragment of an English stoneware bottle dating to the 19th 

century was also present.  

 

Fill 0003, also in Trench 1, contained six fragments of medieval pottery (29g). Three 

joining fragments of medieval coarseware dating to the late 12th-14th century were 

identified, together with two abraded medieval sherds a soft fine fabric containing 

moderate chalk inclusions up to 3mm in length. A sherd of medieval coarseware, which 

is similar if not the same as the Bury fabric BCSW was also identified, also dating to the 

late 12th-14th century.  

 

Three small body sherds belonging to a single LMT vessel dating to the 15th-16th 

century were recovered as unstratified finds, 0001. In addition another sherd of LMT 

was also present, together with a much older residual low-fired body sherd containing 

sand and organic inclusions which has an oxidised outer margin.   
 

Ceramic building material  

Thirteen pieces of ceramic building material weighing 1001g were collected from three 

contexts. The assemblage was quantified by fabric type, form, count and weight, and 

other characteristics such as abrasion, and the presence of mortar were also recorded. 

This information is shown in Appendix 3. Fabric and form codes are based on 

commonly used abbreviations established by Sue Anderson (unpublished). Code 

descriptions for the fabrics identified from this evaluation are shown below.  

 
Fabric  
code 

Description Date 

fscp Fine sand with clay pellets Late or pmed 
msfe Medium sandy with ferrous inclusions Mainly pmed 
msf Medium sand with flint Late/pmed 
mscp Medium sand with clay pellets Late or pmed 
fsg Fine sand with grog Late med or pmed 
fso Fine sand with  Fine sand w organic voids 

 (fired clay) 
Table 2. Descriptions of fabrics for ceramic building material 

 

The most common element of the assemblage are fully oxidised roofing tiles. These 

were found in fills 0002, 0003 and 0004 in a range of late medieval to post-medieval 

fabrics. On occasions some of the tiles showed mortar on the flat faces, possibly 

suggesting re-use. One of the roofing tiles found in layer 0003 is sandy and fully 
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reduced and probably medieval rather than being burnt and of a later date. A possible 

fragment of floorbrick made in a fine pink fabric with red and white grog inclusions was 

found in 0004. This had clearly been re-used, with mortar on a broken edge. 

Fired clay 

Eleven small fragments of fired clay weighing 8g were found in fill 0003. The clay is all 

the same fabric, a fine pink/brown matrix with linear organic impressions visible. No 

other diagnostic features are present.  

Clay tobacco pipe 

Three pieces of clay tobacco pipe were present in fill 0002. As well as stem fragments, 

the fragmentary remains of an elongated pipe bowl likely to date to the late 17th century 

was identified. 

Struck flint 

A possible struck flint recovered from deposit 0003 with some cortex is likely to have 

been naturally struck.  

Animal bone 

The fragmentary remains of animal bone were recovered from fills 0003 and 0004. Most 

of it is not identifiable, but the remains of a rib from a large mammal such as cattle 

together with a few pieces of burnt bone was present in 0003, and an additional rib 

fragment was found in 0004. 

Small finds 
Ruth Beveridge 

Three small finds were recovered and are described below:  

Incomplete copper alloy discoidal fitting. Three surviving attachment holes at each of 

the compass points; these held iron rivets, two still remain. In the centre is a bar 
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mounted using a nut and washer to enable the bar to rotate, possibly to hold something 

in place. The object is likely to be modern. SF 1000, recovered from context 0002. 

 

Incomplete shoe buckle with circular frame; in section the frame is sub-circular. Only 

half of the frame survives and is corroded. A buckle pin is wrapped around the frame 

and extends at an angle away from the frame. It is similar to a shoe buckle from London 

of 14th-15th century date (Egan and Pritchard, 2013, 60, fig. 38, no.72). SF 1001, 

recovered from context 0001. 

 

Incomplete drawn wire pin with wound head. The shaft is circular in section and missing 

the tip. SF 1002, recovered from context 0001. 

 

 

7. Discussion 
Whilst no cut features were identified within the trenches, distinct layers containing 

cultural material were present and indicative of medieval and post medieval activity. Six 

sherds of medieval pottery, three of which belong to a single vessel, were present in fill 

0003 in Trench 1, but fragments of late medieval/post-medieval roofing tile were also 

found in the same context, indicating that the pottery is likely to be residual. The pottery 

from fill 0002 in Trench 1 consisted of sherds dating to the 15th-16th century with later 

wares, and it is possible that the ceramic building material found in fill 0003 may also be 

of this early post-medieval date.  

 

The presence of the medieval pottery reflects the location of the site within the medieval 

core of the village, whilst it may be that there was a building dating to the early post-

medieval period on or near the site. Layers 0002 and 0003 were both suggestive of 

demolition or clearance on or near the site. A spread of chalk nodules did not appear to 

be undisturbed in situ material what was visible in the trench did not resemble any kind 

of formal structure or surface and no associated cultural material was found with it. It 

may have been man-made with a deliberate function, but there was no clear evidence 

of this within the trench. 
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The colluvial deposits which were present to a depth of some 1.85m below the existing 

ground level are noteworthy, but no waterlogged deposits or cultural material were 

observed in the limited area investigated.  

8. Archive deposition
The archive is currently with Suffolk Archaeology CIC (Needham Market), but will be 

archived at the store of Suffolk County Council Archaeological Service at Bury St 

Edmunds under HER code BIL 034 when all related archaeological works are 

completed.  

Figure 4. Extracts from the 1st and 2nd edition Ordnance Survey maps, 1884 (left) 
and 1904.  





 

Appendix 1: Context list 

Context No. Description 

0001 Topsoil and unstratified 
0002 Loose gravelly mid brown clay and mortar mix with frequent tile fragments, likely 

demolition material. Regular chalk flecks, glazed pot recovered 
0003 Mid-pale yellowish brown friable chalky clay flecked with charcoal and with occasional 

thin and amorphous lenses of heat altered clay or daub. Bone, pot and tile recovered 
0004 Mid grey brown clay silt with regular charcoal flecks. Very similar to 0005, likely 

disturbed/reworked colluvium 
0005 Silty clay with slight sand content, varies in colour from mid brown, orangey grey and 

occasional bluish grey with patches of orange sand, but no definition between these 
colour changes. Damp and fairly sterile. Possible colluvial layer towards the base of a 
valley slope 

Appendix 2: Bulk finds 

Context 
Number 

Pottery CBM Fired Clay Clay Pipe Worked Flint Animal Bone Charcoal Ceramic 
Period 

No.    Wt/g No.    Wt/g No.     Wt/g No.    Wt/g No.      Wt/g No.     Wt/g No.   Wt/g 

0001 5 17 Lmed 
0002 12 331 4 279 3 8 Med, Pmed 

0003 6 29 5 166 11 8 1 18 13 23 21 2 Med 

0004 4 556 4 19 

Total 18 360 13 1001 11 8 3 8 1 18 17 42 21 2 



 

Appendix 3: Catalogues of finds 
Table 1. Pottery by context 

Context Ceramic 
period Fabric Form No of 

sherds Weight ENV Abrasion Comments Fabric spotdate Overall spotdate 

0002 PM SPEC BODY 1 108 1 A L17th-18th C 18th-19th C 
0002 PM GRE BODY 2 56 2 16th-18th C 
0002 PM EGS BOTT 1 30 1 Wide-mouthed bottle, blacking or ink? 18th-19th C 
0002 PM GSW3 BODY 2 46 1 Jug base and 1 frag with cordon 15th-16th C 
0002 PM LPME FLOP 1 18 1 18th-20th C 
0002 PM LMT PIP 1 48 1 Handle from pipkin 15th-16th C 
0002 PM LMT BODY 2 14 2 15th-16th C 
0002 PM LMT? BODY 1 7 1 15th-16th C 
0002 PM LMT LID 1 3 1 15th-16th C 
0003 M MCW BODY 3 10 1 3 Joining L12th-14th C L12th-14th C 
0003 M MCWC BODY 2 5 2 A Soft chalky fine fabric L12th-14th C 
0003 M BCSW? BODY 1 14 1 Grey core, reddish brown margins, knife-trimmed L12th-14th C 

Table 2. Ceramic building material by context 

Context Period Fabric Form Frag No Wt (g) Condition Description Dating 
0002 PM fscp RT 3 173 A Slight mortar on 1 edge LM/PM 
0002 PM msfe RT 1 106 Re-used as spread of mortar on 1 flat face PM 
0003 PM msf RT 2 95 Frags from same tile. No mortar PM 
0003 PM mscp RT 2 42 Diff tiles. 1 has sprd of mort on 1 flat surface, reused LM/PM 
0003 M? msf RT 1 28 A Reduced, sandy bt? Circ peghole 15mm diam M? 
0004 LM/PM mscp RT 2 126 AA LM/PM 
0004 LM/PM mscp RT 1 218 Sl evidence of use w mortar LM/PM 
0004 LM/PM fsg LB 1 213  H34mm. Hd fine pink fab w some red grog. Re-used. LM/PM 
0003 UNK fso fc 0 0 UNK 
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1. Background 
 

1.1 Suffolk Archaeology have been asked by Mr David Law to prepare documentation for a 
programme of archaeological evaluation by trial trench at the above site (Fig 1). This Written 
Scheme of Investigation (WSI) covers this trenched evaluation only. The Suffolk County 
Council brief includes provision for further excavation if the trial trenching identifies 
archaeological deposits. Any further stages of archaeological work that might be required in 
relation to the proposed development would be subject to new documentation. 

 
1.2 The development site covers c. 80m2, and is located at NGR TL 993 491 (Figure 1). 
 
1.3 The present stage of work is being requested as a condition of planning application 

B/15/01110/FUL. The LPA has been advised that a programme of archaeological work should 
take place prior to development, in accordance with the National Planning Policy Framework 
(Para 141). The purpose of such work being the recording and advancement of understanding 
of any heritage assets present at the location before they are damaged or destroyed in the 
course of the development. 

 
1.4 The archaeological investigation will be conducted in order to comply with a Brief produced 

for this specific planning condition by James Rolfe of the Suffolk County Council 
Archaeological Service (SCCAS) (dated 26th May 2016). 
 

1.5 The application site lies in an area of archaeological potential, as identified in the County 
Historic Environment Record. It is in the medieval core of Bildeston (which is recorded in the 
HER as BIL 022) and also lies in close proximity to a findspot of Roman building material (BIL 
004). 

 
1.6 The development proposal is for a single new dwelling. The excavation of strip foundations 

and service runs therefore have the potential to damage or destroy any heritage assets that 
may be present within the site. The purpose of the trial trenching is therefore to assess the 
archaeological potential of the development site prior to commencement of construction. 
 

1.7 Trial trenching totalling 16m in length has been specified. Two trenches will be used to fulfil 
this requirement and will be positioned in order to sample the footprint of the proposed new 
dwelling. The detailed trenching rationale will be outlined in Section 2, below. 

 
1.8 This WSI complies with the SCCAS/CT standard Requirements for a Trenched Archaeological 

Evaluation (2012, Ver 1.3), as well as the following national and regional guidance ‘Standards 
and Guidance for Archaeological Excavation’ (IFA, 1995, revised 2001) and ‘Standards for 
Field Archaeology in the East of England (EAA Occasional Papers 14, 2003). 

 
1.9 The research aims of this trial trench evaluation are as follows, as described in Section 4.2 of 

the SCCAS Conservation Team brief: 



 

 

 
RA1: Identify the date, approximate form and purpose of any archaeological deposit within the 

application area, together with its likely extent, localised depth and quality of preservation. 
 
RA2: Evaluate the likely impact of past land uses, and the possible presence of masking 

colluvial/alluvial deposits. 
 
RA3: Establish the potential for the survival of environmental evidence. 
 
RA4: Provide sufficient information to construct an archaeological conservation strategy, dealing 

with preservation, the recording of archaeological deposits, working practices, timetables 
and orders of cost. 

 
In addition to these specific aims the potential of the site to address any relevant themes 
outlined in the Regional Research Framework for the Eastern Counties (Brown & 
Glazebrook, 2000; Medleycott, 2011). 
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Figure 1. Site Location 
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Figure 2. Proposed trench layout (trenches in red)



 

 

2 Fieldwork: trial trench evaluation 
 
2.1 All archaeological fieldwork will be carried out by full-time professional employees of 

Suffolk Archaeology. The project team will be led in the field by an experienced member 
of staff of Project Officer grade/experience. The excavation team will comprise a Project 
Officer and up to 2 experienced excavators and surveyors (to include metal detectorist). 

 
2.2 Evaluation of the development area in this instance will employ two trenches (although 

connected and describing an L-shape) measuring 16m long by c. 1.6 – 1.8m in width. The 
proposed trench location plan is shown in Fig 2. 

 
2.4 No information has currently been provided about the presence or otherwise of services 

by the developer. If previously unknown services or similar restrictions are encountered 
during work on site then trench layout may have to be amended accordingly. 

 
2.5 Trenches will be excavated by a machine equipped with a toothless ditching bucket, under 

the constant observation of an archaeologist. All overburden (topsoil and subsoil) will be 
removed stratigraphically until either the first archaeological horizon or natural deposits 
are encountered. Spoil will be stored adjacent to each trench and topsoil, subsoil and 
concrete/overburden will be mechanically separated for sequential backfilling if required. 

 
2.6 Archaeological deposits and features will be sampled by hand excavation and the trench 

bases and sections cleaned as necessary in order to satisfy the project aims and also 
comply with the SCCAS Requirements for Archaeological Evaluation, 2012. 

 
2.7 If a trench requires access by staff for hand excavation and recording, it will not exceed a 

depth of 1.2m. If this depth is not sufficient to meet the archaeological requirements of 
the Brief it will be brought to the attention of the client or their agent and the 
Archaeological Advisor to the LPA so that further requirements can be established. 
Deeper excavation can be undertaken provided suitable trench support is used or, where 
practicable, the trench sides are stepped or battered. However, such a variation will incur 
further costs to the client and time must be allowed for this to be established and agreed. 

 
2.8 All features will be investigated and recorded to provide an accurate evaluation of 

archaeological potential whilst at the same time minimising disturbance to archaeological 
structures, features and deposits. 

 
2.9 A site plan showing all trench locations, feature positions and levels AOD will be recorded 

using suitable surveying equipment, depending on the specific requirements of the 
project. A minimum of one to two sections per trench will be recorded at 1:20. Feature 
sections and plans will be recorded at 1:20 and trench and feature plans at 1:20 or 1:50 
as appropriate. All recording conventions used will be compatible with the County HER. 

 
2.10 The site will be recorded under a unique HER number acquired from the Suffolk HER 

Office and archaeological contexts will be recorded using pro forma Context Recording 
sheets and entered into an associated database. 

 
2.11 A digital photographic record will be made throughout the evaluation. 
 



 

 

2.12 Trenches and spoil heaps will be scanned for artefactual material and metal-detected 
throughout the project, including before the initial soil stripping and prior to hand-
excavation. This will include trench bases if the natural geological surface is not exposed. 

 
2.13 All pre-modern finds will be kept and no discard policy will be considered until all the finds 

have been processed and assessed. 
 
2.14 All finds will be brought back to the Suffolk Archaeology premises for processing, 

preliminary assessment, conservation and packing. Most finds analysis work will be done 
in house, but in some circumstances it may be necessary to send some categories of finds 
to specialists working in other parts of the country. 

 
2.15 Bulk environmental soil samples (40 litres each) will be taken from suitable features and 

retained until an appropriate specialist has assessed their potential for palaeo-
environmental remains. Decisions can then be made on the need for further analysis 
following this assessment. If necessary advice will be sought from English Heritage’s 
Regional Advisor in Archaeological Science on the need for specialist environmental 
sampling. 

 
2.16 In the event of human remains being encountered on the site, guidelines from the 

Ministry of Justice will be followed. The evaluation will attempt to establish the extent, 
depth and date of burials whilst leaving remains in situ. During the evaluation any 
exposed human remains will be securely covered and hidden from the public view at all 
times when they are not attended by staff. At the conclusion of the work backfilling will 
be carried out in a manner sensitive to the preservation of such remains. 

 
2.17 If circumstances dictate that the lifting of human remains is unavoidable then a Ministry 

of Justice Licence for their removal will be obtained prior to their removal from site. 
 



 

 

3 Post-excavation 
 
3.1 A unique HER number will be acquired from the Suffolk HER. This will be clearly marked 

on all documentation and material relating to the project. The HER number in this 
instance is BIL 034, and the event number ESF 24119. 

 
3.2    An HER search will be requested from the Suffolk HER Officer and will be used to inform 

fieldwork and the subsequent report. The reference number will be included in the 
report. 
 

3.3 The post-excavation work will be managed by Suffolk Archaeology’s Post-excavation and 
Finds Manager, Richenda Goffin. Specialist finds staff whether in-house personnel or 
external specialists are experienced in local and regional types of material in their field. 

 
3.4 All artefacts and ecofacts will be held by Suffolk Archaeology until analysis of the material 

is complete. 
 

3.5 All site data will be entered on a computerised database compatible with the County HER. 
All site plans and sections will be copied to form a permanent archive on archivally stable 
material. Ordnance Datum levels will be on the section sheets. The photographic archive 
will be fully catalogued. 
 

3.6 All finds will be processed, marked and bagged/boxed to County HER requirements. Where 
appropriate finds will be marked with a site code and a context number. 
 

3.7 Bulk finds will be fully quantified on a computerised database compatible with the County 
HER. Quantification will fully cover weights and numbers of finds by context with a clear 
statement on the degree of apparent residuality observed. 
 

3.8 Metal finds on site will be stored in accordance with ICON guidelines, then initially recorded 
and assessed for significance before dispatch to a conservation laboratory within 4 weeks 
of the end of the excavation. All pre-modern silver, copper alloy and ferrous metal 
artefacts will be x-rayed and coins will be x-rayed if necessary for identification. Sensitive 
finds will be conserved if necessary and deposited in bags/boxes suitable for long term 
storage to ICON standards. All coins will be identified to a standard acceptable to normal 
numismatic research. 
 

3.9 Pottery will be recorded and archived to a standard consistent with the Draft Guidelines of 
the Medieval Pottery Research Group and Guidelines for the archiving of Roman Pottery, 
SGRP (ed. M.G. Darling, 1994) and to The Study of Later Prehistoric Pottery: General 
Policies and Guidelines for analysis and Publications, Occasional Papers No.1 and No. 2, 
3rd Edition (Revised 2010, Prehistoric Ceramic Research Group). 
 

3.10 Environmental samples will be processed and assessed to standards set by the English 
Heritage Regional Scientific Advisor with a clear statement of potential for further analysis 
and significance. 
 

3.11 Animal and human bone will be quantified and assessed to a standard acceptable to 
national and regional English Heritage specialists. 



 

 

 
3.12 An industrial waste assessment will cover all relevant material (i.e. fired clay finds as well 

as slag). 
 

3.13 A report on the results of the evaluation will be completed within 6 weeks of the completion 
of the fieldwork. The report will be commensurate with the level of results but will contain 
sufficient information to stand as an archive report should no further work be required 
on the site. 
 

3.14 The report will include a summary in the established format for inclusion in the annual 
“Archaeology of Suffolk” section of the Proceedings of the Suffolk Institute of Archaeology 
and History.  
 

3.15 The report may include SACIC’s opinion as to the necessity for further archaeological work 
to mitigate the impact of the sites development. The final decision as to whether any 
recommendations for further work will be made however lies solely with SCCAS and the 
Local Planning Authority. Any further works will require new documentation and are not 
covered by this WSI. 
 

3.16 The Suffolk HER is registered with the Online Access to Index of Archaeological 
Investigations (OASIS) project. Suffolk Archaeology will complete a suitable project-
specific OASIS form at http://ads.ahds.ac.uk/project/oasis. The completed form will be 
reproduced as an appendix to the final report. 
 

3.17 A draft of the report will be submitted to SCCAS for approval. 
 

3.18 On acknowledgement of approval of the report from SCCAS hard and digital copies will be 
sent to the Suffolk HER. 

 
3.19 Upon completion of reporting works ownership of all archaeological finds will be given 

over to the relevant authority. There is a presumption that this will be SCCAS, who will 
hold the material in suitable storage to facilitate future study and ensure its proper 
preservation. 
 

3.20 The project archive shall be compiled in accordance with the guidelines issued by the 
SCCAS (2015). The client is aware of the costs of archiving and provision will be made to 
cover these costs in our agreement with them. The archive will be deposited with the 
County Archaeology Store unless another suitable repository is agreed with SCCAS. 
 

3.21 If the client does not agree to transfer ownership to SCCAS they will be required to 
nominate another suitable repository approved by SCCAS or provide funding for 
additional recording and analysis of the finds archive (such as, but not limited to, 
additional photography or illustration of objects). 



 

 

 

3.22 The law dictates that client can have no claim to the ownership of human remains. Any such 
remains must be stored by SCCAS, in accordance with the relevant site’s Ministry of 
Justice licence. 
 

3.23 I n  the rare event that artefacts of significant monetary value are discovered separate 
ownership arrangements may be negotiated, provided they are not subject to Treasure 
Act legislation. 
 

3.24 If an object qualifies as Treasure, under the Treasure Act 1996, the client will be informed 
as soon as possible if this is the case and the find(s) will be reported to the Suffolk Finds 
Liaison Officer (who then reports to the Coroner) within 14 days of the objects discovery 
and identification. Treasure objects will immediately be removed to secure storage, with 
appropriate on-site security measures taken if required. 
 

3.25 Any material eventually declared as Treasure by a Coroner’s Inquest will, if not acquired by 
a museum, be returned to the client and/or landowner. Employees of Suffolk 
Archaeology, their subcontractors or any volunteers under their control will not be 
eligible for any share of a treasure reward. 



 

 

4 Additional considerations 
 
4.1 Health and Safety 
 
4.1.1 The project will be carried out in accordance with Suffolk Archaeology’s Health and Safety 

Policy at all times. A copy of this policy is provided in Appendix 1. 
 

4.1.2 All Suffolk Archaeology staff are experienced in working under similar conditions and on 
similar sites to the present site and are aware of Suffolk Archaeology H&S policies. All 
permanent Suffolk Archaeology excavation staff are holders of CSCS cards. 

 
4.1.3 A separate Risk Assessment and Method Statement (RAMS) document will be prepared 

for the site and provided to the client. Copies will be available to SCCAS on request. 
 
4.1.4 All staff will be aware of the project’s risk assessment and will receive a safety induction 

from the Project Officer. 
 
4.1.5 It may be necessary for site visits to be made by external specialists or Suffolk County 

Council monitors. All such staff and visitors must abide by Suffolk Archaeology’s H&S 
requirements for each particular site, and will be inducted as required and made aware 
of any high risk activities relevant to the site concerned. 

 
4.1.6 Site staff, official visitors and volunteers are all covered by Suffolk Archaeology’s 

insurance policies. Policy details are shown in Appendix 2. 
 
4.2 Environmental controls 
 
4.2.1 Suffolk Archaeology is committed to following an EMS policy. All our preferred providers 

and subcontractors have been issued with environmental guidelines. On site the Project 
Officer will police environmental concerns. In the event of spillage or contamination 
reporting procedures will be carried out in accordance with Suffolk Archaeology’s EMS 
policies. 

 
4.3 Plant machinery 
 
4.3.1 A 360° tracked mechanical excavator equipped with a full range of buckets will be 

required for the trial trenching. Any sub-contracted plant machinery under the control of 
Suffolk Archaeology will be accompanied by a fully qualified operator who will hold an 
up-to-date Construction Plant Competence Scheme (CPCS) card (approved by the CITB). 



 

 

4.4 Site security 
 
4.4.1 Unless previously agreed with the client this WSI (and the associated quotation) assumes 

that the site will be sufficiently secure for archaeological work to be undertaken. 
 
4.4.2 In this instance all security requirements including fencing, padlocks for gates etc. are the 

responsibility of the client. 
 
4.5 Access 
 
4.5.3 The client will secure access to the site for Suffolk Archaeology personnel and 

subcontracted plant, and obtain all necessary permissions from landowners and tenants. 
This includes the siting of any accommodation units/facilities required for the work. 

 
4.5.2 Any costs incurred to secure access, or incurred as a result of access being withheld (for 

example by a tenant or landowner) will not be the responsibility of Suffolk Archaeology. 
Such costs or delays incurred will be charged to the client in addition to the archaeological 
project fees. 

 
4.6 Site preparation 
 
4.6.1 The client is responsible for clearing the site in a manner that enables the archaeological 

works to go ahead as described. Unless previously agreed the costs of any subsequent 
preparatory works (such as tree felling, scrub/undergrowth clearance, removal of 
concrete or hardstanding not previously quoted for, demolition of buildings or sheds, 
removal of excessive overburden, refuse or dumped material) will be charged to the client 
in addition to the archaeological project fees. 

 
4.7 Backfilling 
 
4.7.1 Trenches will be backfilled sequentially in reverse order of deposit removal if required. 

Where present topsoil will be returned as the uppermost layer. The separation will be 
done mechanically by the plant provider – it is inevitable that a small amount of mixing 
of the material will take place under these circumstances. 
 

4.7.2 The backfilled material will then be compacted by the machine tracking along the line of 
trench. 

 
4.7.3 No specialist reinstatement is offered, unless by specific prior written agreement. 
 
4.8 Monitoring 
 
4.8.1 Arrangements for monitoring visits by the LPA and its representatives will be made 

promptly in order to comply with the requirements of the brief and specification. 
 
 



 

 

5 Staffing 
 
5.1 The following staff will comprise the Project Team: 
 

1 x Project Manager (supervisory only, not based on site full-time) 
1 x Project Officer (full time) 
2 x Site Assistant (as required) 
1 x Site Surveyor (as required) 
1 x Finds/Post-excavation manager (part time, as required) 
1 x Finds Specialist (part time, as required) 
1 x Environmental Supervisor (as required) 
1 x Finds Assistant or Supervisor (part time, as required) 
1 x Senior Graphics Assistant (part time, as required) 

 
5.2 Project Management will be undertaken by Rhodri Gardner and the Project Officer will 

be confirmed nearer to the project start. All Site Assistants and other staff will be drawn 
from Suffolk Archaeology’s qualified and experienced staff. Suffolk Archaeology will not 
employ volunteer, amateur or student staff, whether paid or unpaid, to undertake any of 
the roles outlined in 5.1. 

 
5.3 A wide range of external specialists can be employed for artefact assessment and analysis 

work as circumstances require. 
 
 



 

 

Appendix 1. Suffolk Archaeology CIC Health and Safety Policy 

 
 



 

 

Appendix 2. Suffolk Archaeology CIC Insurance Policy Details 

 
  



 

 

OASIS ID: suffolka1-254511 
 

Project details  

Project name BIL 034 Redwick House, High Street, Bildeston 
  
Short description of the project Trial trench evaluation in advance of construction of a new 

dwelling. 
  
Project dates Start: 07-07-2016 End: 09-08-2016 
  
Previous/future work No / Not known 
  
Any associated project 
reference codes 

B/15/01110/FUL - Planning Application No. 

  
Any associated project 
reference codes 

BIL 034 - Sitecode 

  
Type of project Field evaluation 
  
Site status None 
  
Current Land use Other 5 - Garden 
  
Monument type N/A None 
  
Significant Finds CERAMIC Medieval 
  
Significant Finds CERAMIC Post Medieval 
  
Methods & techniques '''Sample Trenches''' 

 
Project location  

Country England 

Site location SUFFOLK BABERGH BILDESTON BIL 034 Redwick House 
  
Study area 80 Square metres 
  
Site coordinates TL 993 491 52.103769606819 0.910435631602 52 06 13 N 000 

54 37 E Point 

 
Project creators  

Name of Organisation Suffolk Archaeology CIC 
  
Project brief originator Local Authority Archaeologist and/or Planning Authority/advisory 

body 
  
Project design originator James Rolfe 
  



 

 

Project director/manager Rhodri Gardner 
  
Project supervisor Linzi Everett 
  
Type of sponsor/funding body Owner 
  
Name of sponsor/funding body Mr. D. Law 

 
Project archives  

Physical Archive recipient Suffolk HER 
  
Physical Archive ID BIL 034 
  
Physical Contents ''Ceramics'',''Metal'' 
  
Digital Archive recipient ADHS 
  
Digital Archive ID BIL 034 
  
Digital Contents ''Ceramics'',''Metal'' 
  
Digital Media available ''Images raster / digital photography'',''Text'' 
  
Paper Archive recipient Suffolk HER 
  
Paper Archive ID BIL 034 
  
Paper Contents ''Metal'',''Ceramics'' 
  
Paper Media available ''Correspondence'',''Photograph'',''Unpublished Text'' 

 
Project bibliography 1  

 
Publication type 

Grey literature (unpublished document/manuscript) 

Title 2016/61 BIL 034 Redwick House, Bildeston 
  
Author(s)/Editor(s) Everett, L. 
  
Other bibliographic details 2016/61 
  
Date 2016 
  
Issuer or publisher SACIC 
  
Place of issue or publication Needham Market 

 



 



 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Suffolk Archaeology CIC  
Unit 5 | Plot 11 | Maitland Road | Lion Barn Industrial Estate  
Needham Market | Suffolk | IP6 8NZ  
 
 
Rhodri.Gardner@suffolkarchaeology.co.uk 
01449 900120  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

    

    

 

 

 

 

www.suffolkarchaeology.co.uk 
 
 
 
www.facebook.com/SuffolkArchCIC 
 
 
 
www.twitter.com/suffolkarchcic 
 
 

 

http://www.archaeologists.net/
http://www.facebook.com/SuffolkArchCIC
http://www.twitter.com/suffolkarchcic
http://www.suffolkarchaeology.co.uk/
http://www.famearchaeology.co.uk/
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